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The transmission option redirects here. For the scattering parameters, see the scattering parameters and the scattering parameters. The constant spread of the sinusoidal electromagnetic wave is a measure of the change subjected to the amplitude and wave phase when it spreads in this direction. The amount
measured can be a voltage, a circuit current, or a field vector, such as the strength of an electric field or the density of a stream. The spread constant itself measures the change in the length of the unit, but otherwise it is immeasurable. In the context of the two ports of networks and their cascades, proliferation constantly
measures the changes that have undergone a number of sources when it is distributed from one port to another. The significance of the spread constant is expressed logarithically, almost universally to the base e, rather than the more conventional base 10, which is used in telecommunications in other situations. The
measured amount, such as tension, is expressed as a sinusoidal phaser. The sinezoide phase varies depending on the distance, leading to constant spread being a complex number, imaginary part caused by phase change. The alternative name term constant propaganda is kind of wrong, as it usually varies greatly
depending on. This is probably the most widely used term, but there are a wide variety of alternative names used by different authors for this quantity. These include transmission parameter, transmission function, distribution parameter, distribution factor and constant transmission. If multiples are used, it indicates α and
β are mentioned separately, but collectively, as in transmission parameters, distribution parameters, etc β α. The main coefficients are the physical properties of the line, namely R,C,L and G, from which secondary coefficients can be obtained using the telegrapher equation. Note that in the field of power lines, the
transmission factor is different, despite the similarity of the name: it is a reflection factor satellite. The definition of Constant Distribution, the symbol γ the display gamma, for this system is determined by the ratio of a complex amplitude at the source of the wave to a complex amplitude at some distance x, thus, A 0 A x
and e γ x 'displaystyle' frac A_{0} A_ : γ - α I β display gamma-alpha beta where the α, the real part, is called constant fading β, an imaginary part, called phase constant, that β really represent the phase can be seen from Formula: e i θ cos  θ - I sin  θ displaystyle ei'theta cos thetasin (theta) which is a sinesitoid, which
changes in the phase as the θ changes, but does not change in the amplitude, because e i θ - cos 2  θ - sin 2  θ - 1 display (left) and right (right) (cos'{2}) theta (sin) ({2}'theta) The reason for using the base e is also now clear. An imaginary phase constant, that is, can be added directly to the constant intensity, α to form a
single complex number that can be processed in the same mathematical operation, provided they are in the same base. The angles measured in the radians require a base e, so attenuation is also at the base of e. The constant constant of copper distribution (or any other conductors) lines can be calculated from primary
line ratios using the ratios of γ Y - G and I q C (Y'G'i'omega C) display, , bypass line clearance per unit length. The constant attation in telecommunications, the term constant att, also called the naked or naked factor, is the attification of an electromagnetic wave spread through the average distance per unit from the
source. This is a real part of the constant spread and measured in the nepers per meter. Neper is about 8.7 dB. Constant atenuation can be determined by the amplitude ratio of A 0 A X x - e α x display (left) frak A_{0}A_ x x right alpha x Constant replication per unit of length is defined as a natural logarith of the sending
or voltage ratio to the receiving end of current or voltage. Copper lines Permanently at the bestuat of copper lines (or lines from any other conductor) can be calculated from the primary line ratios as shown above. For the line, meeting the non-distortion state, with the conductivity of G in the insulator, the constant of
stretching given α and R G display alphasqrt RG!, however, the real line is unlikely to meet this condition without the addition of loading coils and, moreover, there are some frequency dependent effects working on the main constant there are two main components of these losses, losses and metal losses. The loss of
most power lines is dominated by the loss of metal, which causes frequency dependence due to the finite conductivity of the metals and the effect of the skin inside the conductor. The effect of the skin results in the fact that the R along the conductor roughly depends on the frequency according to the R ∝ and displays
R'propto (sqrt) Losses in dielectric depends on the loss of tang (tan δ) material separated by the wavelength of the signal. So directly proportional to the frequency. α d . π ε r'tan  δ display alpha-yo d'pi (s'varepsilon) (above lambda and delta) Optical fiber Optical fiber, constant fading for a certain mode of distribution in
optical fiber is a real part of axial reproduction. The constant phase in electromagnetic theory, the phase constant, also called the phase change of constant, parameter or coefficient, is an imaginary component of constant propagation for the flat wave. It represents a change in the unit length phase along the path
traveled by the wave at any moment, and equals the real part of the angular wave light of the wave. It is represented by a symbol β measured by units of radians at the length of a unit. From the definition of (angular) wave wire for TEM waves: k No. 2 π th β display k-frak 2pi lambda beta for the transmission line, the
state of the Heaviside telegraph equation tells us that the wave number must be proportional to the frequency of wave transmission to be unsilten in time. This includes, but is not limited to, the perfect case without losing the line. The cause of this state can be seen given that the useful signal consists of x many different
wavelengths in the frequency domain. In order for there to be no distortion of the shape of the wave, all these waves must travel at the same speed so that they arrive at the far end of the line at the same time as the group. Since the wave phase speed β v_ β given v p In terms of primary line ratios, this gives from the
telegrapher equation to distort the line condition β In particular, the phase constant β display is not always equivalent to the wave wire k .displaystyle k. . Generally speaking, the following attitude β q k displaystyle (beta-k) is acceptable for the TEM (transverse electromagnetic wave) wave, which moves in free space or
TEM devices such as a coaxial cable and two parallel wire transmission lines. However, it is invalid for the TE (transverse electric wave) and TM waves (transverse magnetic wave). For example, in a wave floor where a TEM wave may not exist, but the TE and TM waves may multiply, k q q q c displaystyle k frac
(omega) β k 1 2 display style beta to'sqrt 1-frac omega{2} omega omega {2} here with the omega display is the frequency of the cutoff. In the rectangular wave range, the cut-off frequency is th c q c (n π a) 2 (m π b 2, omega displayc'c'sqrt on the left (frak n'piaright) {2} left frak m'pi bright) {2}, where integers n , m ≥ 0
displaystyle n,m'geq 0 are the numbers of the mode, m ≥ and a and b lengths of the sides of the rectangle. for TE modes, n, m ≥ 0 displaystyle n,m'geq 0 (but n y y 0 displaystyle nm'0 is not allowed) , while for modes TM n, m ≥ 1 displaystyle n,m'geq 1. Phase speed is equal to v p - β - c 1 - c 2 x 2 qgt; with display style
v_p'frac (omega) beta frac (c'sqrt) Omega Matemarma (c) {2} omega ({2}) qgt; Phase constant is also an important concept in quantum mechanics, because the quantum pulse p (displaystyle p) is directly proportional to it, i.e. p - ħ β displaystyle p'hbar beta where ħ is called the reduced constant Planck (pronounced h-
bar). It equals the permanent Planck divided into 2 . Filters and two tailor networks The term's constant distribution or distribution feature applies to filters and the other two portways used to process signals. In these cases, however, the att and phase ratios are expressed in terms of non-persians and radians per section
of the network rather than by unit length. Some authors distinguish between unit length measurements (which use constant and sections (for which function is used). which invariably uses the cascading topology section. In cascading topology, the spread of constant, constant toning and phase constant individual sections
can simply be added to find the full spread of the permanent, etc. Cascade Network Three Networks with arbitrary constants of distribution and impedances are connected in a cascade. and it is assumed that there are links between the relevant images. The output-to-input ratio for each network is given V 1 v 2, I 1 i 2 e γ
1 V_{1} V_{2} s.sqrt {1} frac Z_ I1 Z_ V 2 V 3 - I 2 - I 3 e γ 2 (display)2 (display)2 (display)2 (display)2 V_{2} V_{3} sqrt (frak) Z_ I2 Z_ I3 gamma ({2}) V 3 v 4 e γ 3 display frak V_{3} V_{4}sqrt Z_ I3 Z_ I4 Gamma ({3} terms I n i m displaystyle sqrt frac Z_ InZ_ Im are terms of scaling, and their use is explained in the article
about the insusibility of the image. The total voltage ratio is given V 1 v 4 and V 1 V 2 ⋅ V 2 V 3 ⋅ V 3 V 3 V 4 , I 1 I 4 e γ 1 γ 2 γ V_{1}3 V_{1} V_{4} V_{2} V_{2} V_{3}-kdot V_{3} V_{4}sqrt Z_ {3} {2} I1 Z_ I {1}4 having appropriate impedances to face each other In general, The constant is given γ t o t a l γ 1 and γ 2 γ 3 γ
⋯ Gamma-Gamma {1} gamma-gam gamut {2}-gamma {3}-cdots and gamma-n-s. also the concept of penetration depth is one of many ways to describe the absorption of electromagnetic waves. For others, and their relationship, see article: Mathematical descriptions of opacity. Notes on the speed of distribution - Pozar,
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